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Abstract - -A numerical method is systematically developed for resolving an inverse heat conduc- 
tion problem in the presence of noisy discrete data. This paper illustrates the effect of imposing 
constraints on the unknown function of interest. A Volterra integral equation of the first kind is de- 
rived and used as the starting point for residual-minimization, least-squares methodology. Symbolic 
manipulation is exploited for purposes of augmenting the computational methodology. Preliminary 
indications uggest hat the imposition of physical constraints on the system drastically reduces the 
level of mathematical sophistication eeded for accurately approximating the unknown function of 
interest. These constraints are actually available in many design studies or from models which are 
derived by physical processes. 
Keywords - -Vo l te r ra  integral equation, Radial basis functions, Symbolic computation, Inverse 
conduction, Least-squares method. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Inverse heat conduction i volves the application of diffusion theory in estimating an unknown 
quantity of interest when given discrete thermodynamic property data such as obtained from 
measurements. Applications involving hostile environments where direct measurements at an 
exposed surface are impossible to obtain require a methodology to accurately resolve surface 
information via an indirect fashion. Atmospheric entry or re-entry of space vehicles, and high 
temperature and potentially corrosive furnace nvironments are two common situations which 
readily come to mind. Unlike the direct problem [1], the inverse problem possesses several un- 
desirable mathematical characteristics which must be addressed in order to obtain meaningful 
results. 
Inverse problems are not unique to the study of heat conduction. In the field of nuclear eactor 
theory [2], the study of inverse point-reactor kinetics is important. Transient measurements 
of neutron density are used to infer the reactivity of a reactor. Inverse radiative transport 
studies [3-6] have also been reported. For example, Ho and Ozisik [6] developed a methodology 
based on using measured exiting intensity data to infer the albedo r optical depth of a medium. 
McCormick [7] reviewed the recent literature on both inverse radiative and neutron transport 
problems. Moutsoglou [8] considered inverse forced convective heat transfer in a channel using 
the whole domain regularization scheme which has been successful in inverse heat conduction 
problems [9]. Inverse solidification studies [10-12] have considered several problems of interest in 
manufacturing processes. This is a developing area, and numerous questions concerning analysis, 
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instrumentation, and control/feedback are still being addressed. Finally, inverse problems not 
related to the thermal sciences have also been investigated [13]. 
As mentioned previously, unlike direct problems in which clear mathematical theories for being 
well posed exist, inverse problems possess unique and often disturbing features which must be 
reconciled before one can obtain accurate numerical results. It is well known from the computa- 
tional viewpoint that Fredholm integral equations of the first kind are ill-posed in the sense of 
Hadamard [13,14] since the unknown function being resolved does not depend continuously on 
the data. That is, a small perturbation in the data can give rise to a large perturbation in the 
unknown function being sought. Linz 115] also noted that errors in the kernel affect the solution 
leas than errors in the forcing function. It is interesting to observe that the small structural 
difference between Fredholm integral equations on the first and second kind changes both the 
theory and numerical analysis drastically [16]. The instability [14] associated with first kind in- 
tegral equations is due to ill-conditioned matrix representations requiring resolution in obtaining 
numerical results. Good theoretical expositions on this topic can be found in [13,14]. 
Ill-posed problems of this sort seem to be paradoxical in that the condition number grows 
with the quality of the approximation. Regularization methods have been proposed to stabilize 
approximate solutions of ill-posed problems [9,13,14]. The origins of this methodology seem to 
have stemmed from the work of Tikhonov. The interested reader is referred to the exposition by 
Beck et al. 19] for further historical and theoretical developments on regularization as associated 
with ill-posed heat conduction problems. 
Many mathematicians have remarked that Volterra integral equations of the first kind are 
only mildly ill-posed [15-18] and computational treatments of such equations may not require 
the well-developed arsenal of methods associated with resolving Fredholm integral equations of 
the first kind. This has also been observed through numerical experimentation by Radziuk [19]. 
Most textbooks tend to emphasize Fredholm integral equations of the first kind where discrete 
minimization least-square methods may yield unpleasant results. Wing [13, p. 77] and Delves 
and Mohamed [18, p. 318] suggest that highly peaked kernels are advantageous when integral 
equations of the first kind are considered. This is in direct contrast to the study of integral 
equations of the second kind where smooth and slowly varying kernels are desired. Again, little 
discussion is typically directed to the study of Volterra integral equations of the first kind con- 
taining discrete data [13,18] though some research articles (e.g., [20]) have addressed important 
aspects of this type of equation. Thus, it is the objective of this paper to present a unified and 
systematic mathematical treatment based on a residual-minimization methodology for resolving 
inverse heat conduction problems. 
Expansions are presented using both global and local basis functions. Particularly interesting 
results unfold when using Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind which are commonly used in 
spectral methods. The work presented here is based on developing integral formulations such as 
produced by boundary element methods and integral transform techniques. In particular, this 
paper investigates an inverse problem which can be formulated as Volterra integral equations of 
the first kind. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The mathematical formulation for the 
transient, linear, one-dimensional heat conduction problem is presented in Section 2. Section 3 
presents the formulation for the inverse problem, defines some mathematical quantities, and 
develops a basic outline for the residual-minimization least-squares method. In Section 4, partic- 
ular choices for the basis functions are defined and studied for practical implementation. Finally, 
Section 5 delineates numerical results illustrating some representative findings. 
2. FORMULATION 
In this section, the mathematical formulation is developed for a well-studied heat conduction 
problem. In order to demonstrate he merit of the proposed approach, a standard test problem 
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is investigated in some detail. Ozisik [1] and Beck et al. [9] consider the one-dimensional, parallel 
plate geometry having unit dimensionless width. The surface at 7} = 0 is exposed to a transient 
heat flux denoted by Q(~) while the back face at y = 1 is insulated. In dimensionless form [9], 
the heat equation is 
O~B. OB. , , 
0y 2 (~/, ~) = ~(~/  ~) ~/e (0, 1), ~ > 0, (la) 
subject to the boundary conditions 
00 0,~ ~--~( ) = Q(~), (lb) 
00 1,~ ~-~( ) = 0, ~ > 0, (lc) 
and the initial condition 
#(~, 0) -- 0, 7} e [0, 1]. (ld) 
The partial differential equation given by (la) subject o the three auxiliary conditions expressed 
in ( la) - ( ld)  generate a well-posed mathematical problem if Q(~) is given. Greek letters denote 
well-known dimensionless variables as derived in Ozisik [1]. 
3. INVERSE ANALYS IS  
Using the finite integral transform technique [1], (1) can be written in the equivalent integral 
form oo 
COS()~m~]) --If Q(~)e -~(~-~') d~ ~, ~7 E [0, 1], ~ > 0, (2) e(,7,~)= ~ N(,~.,) .,~,=o 
rn=D 
where the discrete spectrum of eigenvalues i  given as ~m = mlr, m = 0, 1, . . . ,  and the nor- 
malization integrals are N(A0) = 1, N(~rn) = 1/2, m = 1, 2 . . . .  Clearly, alternative integral 
representations are available using other Green's functions in arriving at an integral form. The 
use of a full-space Green's function, as typically used in a boundary element method [21], would 
reduce the numerical operation count. For demonstration purposes, the present choice will suffice 
since an optimal computational method has not yet been pursued. 
Evaluating (2) at ~/= 1 produces 
~-, ( -1)  m f¢  
= Q(~')e-~'~ (~-~') d~', ~ > 0. (3) 
#(1,~) m~=o N()~m) '=0 
If Q(~) is known, then (2) is the formal solution. If Q(~) is unknown and ~(1, ~) is known, then 
(3) represents a Volterra integral equation of the first kind for the unknown function Q(~) which 
can be written as 
f ~ ~') ~ 0, (4a) 0(1,¢) = '=0 Q(~')K(~, dg', > 
where the convolution kernel K(~, ~) is given by 
oo (_1) m ~-x~(~-e') (4b) 
K(~,~') = Z N(Am)- 
m=0 
In operator form, (4a) is expressible as 
0~ = KQ, (4c) 
where #w = #(1,~) while the linear integral operator is denoted by K. Clearly, once Q(~) is 
resolved, then (2) can be used to obtain interior temperatures as needed in a parallel fashion. 
Suppose that the temperature at the boundary at 17 -- 1 is only available for discrete values 
of time, say ~, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Nmax. Thus, we now denote these measured values as 9i. Before 
proceeding further a digression is presented indicating the solution approach to be offered for 
resolving (4a) subject to discrete and potentially inaccurate data. 
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Discrete Least-Squares Residual-Minimization/Background 
and Concept Development 
To illustrate the approximation process associated with determining Q(~), suppose that Q(~) 
can be expressed as 
oo 
= (5) 
j=0 
where {@j (~)}~=0 represents some defined set of linearly independent basis functions and where 
OO {aj}j= 0 are the corresponding expansion coefficients. Let an approximation of Q(~) be denoted 
by QN(~) and expressible by the truncated series 
N 
Q(~) ,.~ QN(~) = ~ aNqtj(~). (6) 
j=O 
Note that in general a~ v ~ aj for j = 0, 1, . . . ,  N. Though this is a global expansion over the 
entire time domain, ~ E [0, ~max] for ~ma~ finite, this form can be readily modified to include a 
segmented or regional analysis using a set of local basis functions defined in each subinterval. 
Making use of the approximation QN (~) in (4a) produces 
f¢  ~') d~', ~ 0, (Ta) RN(QlV(~)) = 8(1,~) - '=0 QN(~')K(~' > 
where the residual function RN(QN(~)) is produced in order to maintain the equality shown 
in (7a). This approach is commonly used in developing collocation and Galerkin methods. In 
the present context, we can now introduce known discrete data into the problem. At discrete 
times corresponding to ~i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Nmax known values, which may contain errors, for 8(1, ~,) 
are used in the computations needed in resolving QN(~) which is an approximation to Q(~) for 
i = 1,2, . . .  ,Nm=. Indeed, we desire (N+I )  << Nmax; that is, an overdetermined set of equations 
is present. 
In operator form, (Ta) can be written concisely as 
RN = Ow -- KQ N. (7b) 
A disturbing feature of first kind integral equations is readily observable from viewing (4c) 
and (7b), i.e., by subtracting these equations, we arrive at 
RN = KeN, (7c) 
where eN(~) = Q(~) - QN(~). In a classical sense, we can see that 
IIRNI----.--!~ < HeNlt, (7d) 
I IK I I  - 
which indicates that a small residual may still result in a large error (i.e., the integral operator 
is unbounded [13,20]). 
The L2-norm of the discrete residual RN(QN(~i)) for i = 1,2 . . . .  , Nmax is 
Nmax 
S N N ({aj } j=0)= HR~I[2 2 = Z (8 , -  KQN) 2 , (8a) 
i= l  
where it is understood that ~ --, ~i in the integral operator and 8~ = 0(1,~i). The unknown 
expansion coefficients {aN}~=0 are chosen by minimizing S({aN}f=0) = IInNII 2 with respect o 
each unknown expansion coefficient, i.e., 
OS n N Oa N ({aj }j=o) = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . ,  N. (8b) 
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Using least-square t rminology [22], this leads to the so-called normal equations which can be 
solved uniquely if the coefficient matrix has full rank, i.e., N + 1. 
The basic concepts have been related concerning the approach to be taken in resolving the 
Volterra integral equation of the first kind shown in (4a) in the presence of noisy data. Next, as a 
first attempt o illustrate some new points without undue algebraic operations, a global method 
is offered. The approaches developed here make use of the previously defined notation. 
(a) Global basis-uniform approximation 
Substituting (6) into (Ta) and letting ~ --, ~j for j -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  Nmax produces 
N 
RN (QN (~j)) = 8j - E aN pk(~J)' j = 1,2, . . . ,  Nmax, (9) 
k=O 
where 
~J 
Pk(~j) = ~'=0 ¢lk(~')K(~j, ~') d~', j= l ,2 , . . . ,Nmax,  k=0,1 , . . . ,N .  (10) 
Again, this clearly leads to an overdetermined set of equations for the unknown expansion coef- 
ficients. At times, we note that (10) can be analytically integrable. 
Following (8a), and thus making direct of a least-squares method on the resulting integral 
equation representation, we arrive at 
s= E - , 
5=1 = 
(11) 
where S = S({a~}~=o) f r notational compactness. To determine the unknown set of expan- 
sion coefficients N N {ak }k=O for the global basis, we minimize (11) with respect o each unknown 
coefficient, i.e., 
0S Nmax [ N ' 
j= l  k=O 
Pi(~j) = 0, i -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  N, (12a) 
or  
N Nmax Nm~x 
E aN E Pk(~J)Pi(~J)= E ojPi(~j), i=o,1,...,N, (12b) 
k=O j= l  j=1 
which is of the form Ag N ~N, where ~N (a0,N al ,N aN)T, ~N N N . . . . . , = (b 0 , 51, . . . ,  bN) T where 
Nmax 
j= l  
i = 0, I , . . . ,  N, (12c) 
and where the (N + 1) × (N + 1) coefficient matrix, A has entries ctik, i = 0,1, . . . .  N, k = 
0 ,1 , . . . ,  N given by 
Nm~ 
= F_, 
j=l 
i - -0 ,1 , . . . ,N ,  k=0,1  . . . .  ,N. (12d) 
As noted by Hendry [20], to obtain reliable numerical results, one typically needs to possess 
additional information. In many instances, an initial value for Q(0) is known and can be used 
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as a constraint. This constraint can be easily imposed by replacing, say, the first row in the 
matrix A with 
N 
Q(O) ,~ QN(O) = ~ aN~k(O) = O, (12e) 
k=O 
which comes about directly from (6). Constraints of this type are commonly seen in the numerical 
study of Canchy singular integral equations [23]. Embedded constraints have a similar effect on 
stability and accuracy as does the method proposed in [9] in which future information is used. 
In some physical processes, knowledge of the flux condition at another instant in time may also 
be known (e.g., inverse solidification design [10,11]). This formulation can accommodate such 
information through the incorporation of additional constraints. 
For illustration purposes, Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind [18,24] are considered in this 
preliminary investigation. The conventional notation for the Chebyshev polynomials of the first 
kind [24] is 
k~m(X) ---- Tin(z), x E [-1, 1], (13) 
where Tin(x) is the m th Chebyshev polynomial of the first kind. Though not shown explicitly 
here, the independent variable is mapped from ~ E [0, T] to the new ~ E [-1, 1] in (Ta) before 
introducing the Chebyshev polynomials. Here, v is the maximum time of consideration. The 
results generated using Chebyshev polynomials are mapped back onto the original domain, ~ E 
[0, T] for presentation purposes. Clearly, Pk(~j) as shown in (10) can be integrated analytically. 
Often global methods are not appropriate to Volterra integral equations in which the time 
domain is large [18]. This observation motivates the consideration of a segmented or piecewise 
local analysis in which relatively low-order polynomials in time ~ are developed and connected in 
some appropriate manner. 
(b) Local basis functions-spl ines 
Radziuk [19] considered a Volterra integral equation of the first kind and made several impor- 
tant observations. In that study, Radziuk developed a segmented least-squares approach in which 
low-order polynomials were used in each region and certain continuity requirements were then 
imposed. Essentially, a spline-type approximation was used in which both continuity of the func- 
tion and a continuous first derivative were assured in the connecting intervals. Linz [15] reported 
some theoretical results shedding light onto the observations put forth by Radziuk. Linz [15] 
demonstrated through sensitivity arguments that the utilization of the least-squares method di- 
rectly on the Volterra integral equation was shown not to magnify errors but to smooth the data 
and reduce the sensitivity of the method. In contrast, if one fits a curve to the temperature 
data directly and uses it in conjunction with, say, a midpoint rule for discretizing the integral 
equation, it can be shown that errors magnify by a small amount. The theoretical results indi- 
cated by Linz [15] indicate that further investigations are warranted. The results discussed in 
the next section as they pertain to the use of local basis functions follow from the developments 
of Radziuk [19]. 
4. NUMERICAL  RESULTS 
In this section, we present some preliminary and informative findings which illustrate trends 
of the methods and directions for further inquiry. To begin with, let the measured iscrete data 
containing random errors be mathematically expressed through 
0~ = ~(1, ~i) + a Rand(i), (14) 
such that 0(1, ~i) represents he exact solution of the direct conduction problem when given Q(~) 
as obtained from (3). Here, a is a real constant and Rand(i) is a random number, as generated by 
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a random number generator. Following Ozisik [I] and Beck et al. [9], the standard test appears 
to involve a triangular heat flux case from which 8(1,~), i -- 1,2,... ,Nmax is generated when 
= 0. Ozisik [1] reports that for normally distributed errors there is a 99% chance that Rand(/) 
will lie in -2.576 < Rand(i) < 2.576. 
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Figure 1. The discrete errorless temperature data 0(1, ~)  (~ = 0) and the resulting 
heat fluxes for the proposed methods; (b) Chebyshev basis, N = 6; and (c) spline, 
P = 4 when no constraints are imposed. 
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The symbolic omputation package Mathemat ica  TM as implemented on a NeXT turbo-station 
having 16 Mb of memory was used to develop the codes and numerical results presented in this 
paper. The codes developed for the results presented in this section were not optimized but were 
developed for the purpose of understanding the numerical responsiveness of the methods. As a 
final computational remark, none of the codes required more than 2 Mb of memory to complete 
all computational nd graphical requirements of this section. 
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Figure 2. The resulting heat fluxes (q = 0) when imposing the constraint Q/V(0) = 0 
for the (a) Chebyshev basis, N = 6. Also, the resulting heat fluxes when imposing 
the constraints QN(o) = QN(1.8) for the (b) Chebyshev basis, N = 6. 
Table 1. The resulting condition number as N increases and as constraints are 
imposed. 
Global Basis Function N Constraints Condition Number 
Chebyshev polynomials 6 None 2.1 x 10 5 
of the first kind 
Q(0) = 0 1.9 x 10 4 
Q(0) = Q(1.8) = 0 9.7 × 10 2 
12 None 2.6 x 10 6 
Q(0) -- 0 3.7 x 10 s 
Q(0) = Q(1.8) -- 0 5.7 x 10 4 
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Figure 3. Discrete temperature data 8j in the presence of error ~r = 0.0015 and the 
resulting heat fluxes for the proposed methods; (b) Chebyshev basis, N = 6; and 
(c) spline, P = 4 when no constraints are imposed. 
(i) Error less input  (a = O) 
Figures la -c  present results when discrete, errorless temperature data 8~, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  Nmax = 
61 are used. Figure la presents the discrete temperature data as a function of time. Figure lb 
contains the predicted heat flux solution when Chebyshev polynomials are of the first kind (N = 
6). Figure lc presents the obtained heat flux solution when using Radziuk's [19] spline approach 
(number of regions = P = 4) where the breakpoints are chosen at ~ = 0, 0.3, 0.9, 1.5, 1.8. The 
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Figure 4. The resulting heat fluxes (a = 0.0015) when imposing the constraint 
QN(o) = 0 for the (a) Chebyshev basis, N -- 6. Also, the resulting heat fluxes when 
imposing the constraints QN(O) = QN(1.8) = 0 for the (b) Chebyshev basis, N = 6. 
exact solution for the heat flux is representable in terms of piecewise-linear segments and is 
presented as a baseline for comparison. 
The use of high-order polynomials typically produces noticeable oscillations and/or discrep- 
ancies for large ~. This oscillatory behavior [20] is characteristic of high-order polynomials and 
has been observed when regularization methods have been implemented in the context of the 
differential formulation [1,9]. Beck et al. [9] is a proponent of an averaging scheme which tends to 
dampen out these large-time oscillations. Also, note that the solution at ~ = 0.9, i.e., the peak, 
is not accurately depicted by either the global Chebyshev (N = 6) nor the local spline (P  = 4) 
methods. The heat flux peak can be accurately predicted by increasing N in the Chebyshev 
solution. This will be demonstrated shortly. Through numerical experimentation, we found that 
the local method based on Radziuk's scheme was costly in terms of analysis, matrix element 
set-up, etc., and did not in general perform better than the proposed global method. In light 
of this, the remaining discussion will be directed toward the fundamental understanding of the 
global methodology. 
It is of some interest o understand the effect of imposing constraints on the heat flux when 
= 0. Imposing Q(0) = 0, as seen in Figure 2a, causes little change in the time history of the heat 
flux for ~ > 0. In contrast, by imposing Q(0) = Q(1.8) = o, a drastic effect occurs on the heat 
flux history near ~ = 1.8 for the Chebyshev method as indicated in Figure 2b. Clearly, imposing 
a constraint has the similar effect to the Beck et al. [9] averaging method. In many physical 
processes, this constraint may actually be available for placement into the mathematical model. 
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Figure 5. The resulting heat flux solution for the Chebyshev basis when N = 12 
using discrete rror contained temperature data ~ = 0.0015 having (a) no endpoint 
constraints; (b) QN(0) = 0; and (c) QN(0) = QN(1.8) = 0. 
Such may be the case in inverse design analysis of the type proposed in some recent solidification 
studies. Imposing constraints on the system also has a beneficial effect on the condition umber. 
Table 1 presents the produced condition number (based on the LcQ-norm) for the Chebyshev 
basis functions as N is increased and as constraints are imposed at the endpoints in the time 
interval. Note that these condition numbers are independent of a. As N is increased, the 
corresponding condition umber increases which confirms the previous comments concerning the 
apparent existence of a paradox when dealing with integral equations of the first kind. However, 
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Figure 6, Discrete temperature  data  0 i in the presence of error a ---- 0.015 and the 
result ing heat fluxes as obtained with the Chebyshev basis N -- 6 when the following 
constraints imposed: (b) none; (c) QN(0) = 0; and (d) QN(0) = QN(1.S) = 0. 
(continued on next page) 
note that by imposing constraints on Q~(~), the condition number actually decreases for fixed 
value of N. This confirms the remark offered by Hendry [20] concerning imposing additional 
information to obtain reliable and accurate results. Indeed, in view of Figure 2b, the Chebyshev 
solution now appears to be quite accurate. In this figure, an accurate representation f piecewise- 
linear heat flux segments i obtained using a polynomic expression up to order six. 
(ii) Errors in the input (a = 0.0015) 
When random noise is introduced into the system, some methods quickly display numerical 
instabilities. This is clearly due to the mildly ill-posed nature of the formulation. Following 
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Ozisik [1], we let a -- 0.0015 which introduces a relatively small amount of random error into 
the discrete data set. This can be seen by comparing Figure 3a to Figure la. From the physical 
point of view, a small perturbation i  the measured temperatures should only produce a small 
perturbation i  the surface heat flux. As a baseline, the heat flux plots will continue to contain 
the idealized heat flux solution as obtained when a = 0. Figure 3b presents the developing heat 
flux history for the global Chebyshev basis. Here, we see substantial departure from the expected 
solution near ~ - 1.8. The local spline based solution shown in Figure 3c exhibits a similar trend 
near ~ -- 1.8. The regularization solution presented in [1, p. 593] displays a strong oscillatory 
nature which also deviates from physical expectations for larger times. 
Imposing constraints into the noisy system produces imilar beneficial effects to that displayed 
in Figure 2 for the global basis solution. This is shown in Figures 4a,b when N = 6. It is also 
clear that the local methodology discussed in Section 4 requires an extensive algebraic derivation 
which is in contrast o the rather quick solution produced by the global methodology. That is, 
the normal equations are easily derivable can be extended to multidimensional situations without 
undue algebraic omplication. It also appears that little is gained from using the local method 
in terms of accuracy, computational speed, and memory requirements for this example. 
Figures 5a-c display the results for the heat flux using the Chebyshev basis where a = 0.0015, 
N = 12 and when 
(a) no constraints are imposed, 
(b) Q(0) = 0, and 
(c) Q(0) = Q(1.8) = 0. 
Again, imposing constraints produce a favorable ffect on the prediction of the heat flux. 
The last consideration for this preliminary work deals with increasing the noise to a relatively 
high level by choosing a = 0.015. The temperature data for this case is shown in Figure 6a. 
Clearly, the trend of the noiseless data is preserved if one conceptually draws a best-fit curve 
through the proposed ata set. The global Chebyshev solution, as it stands, appears to have 
produced reasonable results when N = 6. 
5. SUMMARY 
In summary, this preliminary investigation illustrates that in some instances a discrete, residual- 
minimization, least-squares method works sufficiently well even in the presence of noisy data. 
Imposing constraints, which are often physically available, on the unknown function substan- 
tially reduces ill-conditioning in the tested Volterra integral equation of the first kind. The global 
approach appears to be analytically and computationally more rapid than the local or regional 
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methodology described in this paper. Multidimensional extensions appear feasible for the global 
methodology. The proposed spectral method works extremely well in the present context. This 
basis was shown to be relatively insensitive to ill-conditioning effects. Imposing additional con- 
straints also proved to substantially improve the quality of the solution for large times. 
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